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KVOS Launches New Reality Real Estate Show
Co-Hosted by Crystal Carson and Maggie Cox Premiering March 6
Vancouver, BC (February 24, 2010) – On March 20, 2011, a new real estate and lifestyle TV series
welcomes Crystal Carson and Maggie Cox, as KVOS debuts Real Estate 101 TV. Airing every Sunday at
7:00pm and a repeat showing Tuesday 9:30am, Real Estate 101 is an upbeat, informative, and topical
lifestyle show featuring both in-studio and field pieces in an unconventional new format.
“One-part reality television, one-part lifestyle talk show, one-part investigative biography, Real Estate 101
TV will change the way people think about real estate,” Co-host, Crystal Carson shared. “Maggie and I will
be taking the city by storm and showing the reality of real estate. We’re going to be answering every
question you’ve ever had about real estate.”
Hosted by media personality Crystal Carson, and radio and TV broadcaster Maggie Cox. The dynamic
duo will interview big-name real estate and development moguls and trailblazers. Feature segments go
behind-the-scenes at the new BC Place Stadium and interview development industry leaders like David
Podmore of Concert Properties and world-famous architect James Cheng, to the visionaries behind the
Woodward’s project in downtown Vancouver.
With Real Estate 101 TV, Crystal Carson combines her unique blend of media, fashion, and real estate
experience to blow the lid off real estate myths and help homebuyers and sellers navigate through an
array of complex decisions. All the while, featuring some of the hottest trends in real estate.
The television series focuses on providing industry advice to help homebuyers and sellers gain an
advantage in today’s competitive real estate market. Each episode features a "Real People, Real
Problems" reality-based segment which showcases the real stories and real solutions behind common
real estate problems.
Real Estate 101 TV is available on KVOS TV network starting March 6th, 2011. Airs every Sunday 7:00
pm PST; repeats Tuesday 9:30am until September 2011. For more a preview: http://bit.ly/RE101preview
- 30 About Crystal Carson www.thecrystalcarson.com
As Marketing Director of AWM Alliance, Crystal Carson, and a previous Property Manager she has garnered
extensive knowledge of all facets of Real Estate transactions on the West Coast. Carson offers clients a competitive
edge with a stylish and creative approach that crosses all lines of project marketing, rentals, and sales. She is the cohost of Real Estate 101 TV where she interviews a variety of experts in the Vancouver real estate industry. Carson is
also the fashion editor of Vancouver View Magazine, and reports for their “Style & Success” column.
About KVOS TV http://www.kvos.com/content/kvostelevision/default.aspx
KVOS is an independent television stations broadcasting throughout South West British Columbia and Western
Washington; four large urban areas: Vancouver, Victoria, Bellingham and Seattle and their surrounding areas. Our 24
hour broadcast day is a mix of sitcoms, movies, and syndicated programming as well as some local news features.
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